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Abstract. Multipoint polynomial evaluation and interpolation are fun-
damental for modern numerical and symbolic computing. The known al-
gorithms solve both problems over any field of constants in nearly linear
arithmetic time, but the cost grows to quadratic for numerical solution.
We decrease this cost dramatically and for a large class of inputs yield
nearly linear time as well. We first restate our tasks as multiplication of
a Vandermonde matrix and its inverse by a vector, then transform this
matrix into other structured matrices, and finally apply a variant of the
Multipole celebrated techniques to achieve the desired speedup for the
computations with polynomials, Vandermonde matrices and their trans-
poses. An important impact of our work is a new demonstration of the
power of the method of the transformation of matrix structures, which
we proposed in [P90]. At the end we comment on further applications
and extension of this method to computations with structured matrices,
polynomials, and rational functions.
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1 Introduction
Multipoint polynomial evaluation and interpolation are fundamental for modern
numerical and symbolic computations. Both problems can be solved in nearly
linear arithmetic time over any field [F72], [H72], [MB72], [BP94], [P01], [GG03].
For numerical solution, in the presence of rounding errors, however, these algo-
rithms are prone to error propagation, and in spite of some research advances,
say, in [PSLT93], [P95], and [PZHY97], the users employ quadratic time algo-
rithms (cf. [KZ08], [BF00], [P64], [BP70], [BEGO08]). We propose new numeri-
cal algorithms that accelerate the known algorithms dramatically and for a large
class of inputs solve both problems also in nearly linear arithmetic time.
We first employ the known equivalence of our tasks to multiplication of a
Vandermonde matrix and its inverse by a vector and then propose a novel FFT-
based reduction of these computations to operations with HSS matrices. (“HSS”
is the acronym for “hierarchically semiseparable”.) Finally we apply the effi-
cient numerical algorithms of [MRT05], [CGS07], and [XXG12], based on the
Multipole celebrated techniques of [GR87] and [CGR98]. Overall this enables
dramatic acceleration of the known numerical algorithms, and for a large class
of inputs we yield nearly linear arithmetic time for approximate multipoint poly-
nomial evaluation and interpolation as well as for multiplication by vectors of a
Vandermonde matrix and its transpose and inverse (see Theorem 15).
Our advance can be extended to computations with some popular classes
of matrices having structures of Vandermonde and Cauchy types and is a new
demonstration of the power of transformation of matrix structures, proposed in
[P90]. Previous combinations of this method with the Multipole techniques en-
abled efficient approximate numerical solution of a nonsingular Toeplitz linear
system of equations by using nearly linear arithmetic time [MRT05], [CGS07],
and [XXG12]. We extend the power of this ingenious work to a broader class of
structured matrices, including Vandermonde matrices, and in Section 9 and [Pa]
we comment on further applications and extension of this method to computa-
tions with polynomials, structured matrices and rational functions.
We organize our paper as follows. In the next three sections we recall some
definitions and basic results for general, banded, block diagonal and block tridi-
agonal matrices as well as the evaluation and interpolation tasks for polynomials
and rational functions and fast FFT-based reduction of these tasks to each other
and to multiplication of Vandermonde and Cauchy matrices and their inverses
by a vector. In Section 5 we cover some HSS techniques. In Section 6 we approx-
imate Cauchy matrices by HSS matrices, and in Section 7 we devise our nearly
optimal algorithms. In Section 8 we extend these algorithms to a wider class of
matrices based on their displacement representation. We refer the reader to [Pa]
on a more comprehensive treatment of this subject. We conclude the paper with
Section 9, where we summarize our study and suggest some natural research
directions.
2 Definitions and auxiliary results
Hereafter “flop” stands for “arithmetic operation performed in the field C of
complex numbers with no error”. |S| denotes the cardinality of a set S.
M = (mi,j)
m−1,n−1
i,j=0 is an m × n matrix. MT is its transpose, MH is its
Hermitian transpose. For two sets I ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and J ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, define
the submatricesM(I,J ) = (mi,j)i∈I,j∈J . WriteM(I, .) =M(I,J ) where J =
{1, . . . , n}. Write M(.,J ) = M(I,J ) where I = {1, . . . ,m}. C(B) and R(B)
are the sets of indices of the row and column sets of a submatrix B of M =
(mi,j)
m,n
i,j=1, respectively. R(B) = I and C(B) = J if and only if B = M(I,J ).
An m × n matrix M has a non-unique generating pair (F,GT ) of a length ρ if
M = FGT for two matrices F ∈ Cm×ρ and G ∈ Cn×ρ. The rank of a matrix is
the minimum length of its generating pairs.
Theorem 1. A matrix M has a rank ρ if and only if it has a nonsingular
ρ× ρ submatrix M(I,J ), and if so, then M =M(.,J )M(I,J )−1M(I, .), that
is (M(.,J ),M(I,J )−1M(I, .) and (M(.,J ),M(I,J )−1M(I, .) are generating
pairs of M of length ρ.
We refer to generating pairs and triples such as (M(.,J ),M(I,J )−1,M(I, .))
as generators.
(B0 | . . . | Bk−1) is a 1×k block matrix with k blocks B0, . . . , Bk−1, whereas
DB = diag(B0, . . . , Bk−1) = diag(Bj)k−1j=0 is a k × k block diagonal matrix with
k diagonal blocks B0, . . . , Bk−1, possibly rectangular. For 1 × 1 blocks bj = Bj
we arrive at a vector bT = (b0 | . . . | bk−1) and a k × k diagonal matrix
Db = diag(bj)k−1j=0 , respectively. O = Om,n is the m× n matrix filled with zeros.
I = In = diag(1)n−1j=0 is the n × n identity matrix. An n × n matrix M is
nonsingular if rank(M) = n or equivalently if it has the inverse X = M−1 such
that XM =MX = I. M is a k× l unitary matrix if MHM = Il or MMH = Ik.
These two equations imply one another and imply that MH =M−1 if k = l.
α(M) and β(M) denote the numbers of flops required for computing the
vectorsMu andM−1u, respectively, maximized over all vectors u and minimized
over all algorithms, and we write β(M) = ∞ where the matrix M is singular.
The straightforward algorithms support the following bound.
Theorem 2. α(M) ≤ (2m + 2n − 1)ρ −m < 2(m + n)ρ for an m × n matrix
M given with its generating pair of a length ρ.
||M || = ||M ||2 denotes the 2-norm of a matrixM . It holds that ||U || = ||V || =
1 and ||MV || = ||UM || = ||M || for any unitary matrices U and V . For an m×n
matrix M of a rank ρ we define its SVD or full SVD, M = SMΣMTHM where
SM and TM are square orthogonal matrices, SMSHM = S
T
MSM = Im, TMT
H
M =
THMTM = In, ΣM = diag(diag(σj(M))
ρ
j=1, Om−ρ,n−ρ), σj = σj(M) = σj(M
H)
is the jth largest singular value of a matrix M for j = 1, . . . , ρ, σj = 0 for j > ρ,
σρ > 0, σ1 = max||x||=1 ||Mx|| = ||M ||, and
min
rank(B)≤s−1
||A−B|| = σs(A), s = 1, 2, . . . (1)
Theorem 3. Assume a 3×3 block matrix M =
U O XV B Y
W O Z
 with -rank at most
ρ and with σρ(B) > . Then the matrix M− =
(
U X
W Z
)
has norm at most .
Proof. Equation (1) for s = ρ + 1 implies that rank(M) ≤ ρ for some -
perturbation of the matrix M . It follows that this perturbation annihilates the
matrix M− because σρ(B) > , and so the matrix ΣB has -rank at least ρ.
Delete the n−ρ last columns of the matrices SM and ΣM and the m−ρ last
rows of the matrices ΣM and THM and obtain compact SVD M = S¯M Σ¯M T¯
H
M ,
defining a generating triple (S¯M , Σ¯M , T¯H) of the minimum length ρ for the
matrixM . See [S98, Section 5.1] on the perturbation study of SVDs. Generating
triples of the minimum length for a given matrix can be also supplied by its
less costly rank revealing factorizations such as ULV and URV factorizations
in [CGS07], [XXG12], and [XXCBa], where the matrices U and V are unitary,
whereas the matrices L and R are triangular.
A matrix M˜ is an -approximation of a matrix M if ||M˜ − M || ≤ . We
similarly define other -concepts such as the -rank of a matrix M , denoting
the integer min||M˜−M ||≤ rank(M˜) (with the implication that σρ(M) >  ≥
σρ+1(M)), an -basis for a linear space S of dimension k, denoting a set of
vectors that -approximate the k vectors of a basis for this space, and an -
generator of a matrix, which is a generator of its -approximation. α(M) and
β(M) replace the bounds α(M) and β(M) where we -approximate the vectors
Mu and M−1u instead of evaluating them. The numerical rank is the -rank for
small . A matrix is ill conditioned if its rank exceeds its numerical rank.
Theorem 4. (See [S98, Corollary 1.4.19] for P = −M−1E.) Suppose M and
M + E are two nonsingular matrices of the same size and ||M−1E|| = θ < 1.
Then ||I − (M + E)−1M || ≤ θ1−θ and ||(M + E)−1 −M−1|| ≤ θ1−θ ||M−1||. In
particular ||(M + E)−1 −M−1|| ≤ 0.5 ||M−1|| if θ ≤ 1/3.
3 Banded, block banded, and block diagonal matrices
A matrix B = (bij)
m,n
i,j=1 has a lower bandwidth l, an upper bandwidth u, and
less than (l + u+ 1)min{m,n} nonzero entries if bij = 0 unless −l ≤ j − i ≤ u.
Such matrix is called banded if l + u is small in context.
Theorem 5. (Cf. [GL96].) It holds that α(B) = O((l + u + 1)(m + n)) and if
the matrix B is nonsingular, then β(B) = O((l + u)2n).
An n × n lower triangular banded matrix B with a lower bandwidth l such
that n = kl can be expressed as a block bidiagonal matrix B = (Bp,q)k−1p,q=0 with
l × l blocks Bp,q where Bp,q = O unless 0 ≤ p − q ≤ 1. (To extend the block
bidiagonal representation to the case where n = (k − 1)l + g and 0 < g < l,
embed the matrix into a proper (kl) × (kl) block bidiagonal matrix or allow a
g × g block B0,0 or Bk−1,k−1.) If the matrix B is nonsingular, then the block
diagonal matrix DB = diag(Bq)k−1q=0 is nonsingular as well, all diagonal blocks
of the block bidiagonal matrix B′ = D−1B B are equal to the identity matrix Il,
and so the matrix S = In − B′ is filled with zeros, except for its first block
subdiagonal. One can obtain such matrix by moving all block rows of a block
diagonal matrix −diag(Sq)k−1q=0 one block down. Note that Sk = O, obtain that
B̂−1 = (In − S)−1 = I + S + · · · + Sk−1, and explicitly express the inverse, as
we show in the 5× 5 case next. (See some generalizations in Section 5.)
B̂−1 =

I O O O O
S0 I O O O
S1S0 S1 I O O
S2S1S0 S2S1 S2 I O
S3S2S1S0 S3S2S1 S3S2 S3 I
 . (2)
If m×n matricesM and D = diag(Dq)k−1q=0 share the diagonal blocks D0, . . . ,
Dk−1, then we write D = diag(M), call the ordered set D̂ = (D0, . . . , Dk−1) the
block diagonal of the matrix M , and call the matrix N(M) = M − diag(M) its
neutered complement (cf. [MRT05, Section 1]). In Section 6 we deal with block
tridiagonal matrices extended into the southeastern and northwestern corners,
respectively, as we show in the following 5× 5 example (cf. Figure 1),
T =

Σ0 B0 O O A0
A1 Σ1 B1 O O
O A2 Σ2 B2 O
O O A3 Σ3 B3
B4 O O A4 Σ4
 . (3)
We also represent such extended tridiagonal matrices as extended block diago-
nal matrices in two dual ways, T = Σ(c) = diag(Σ(c)0 , . . . , Σ
(c)
k−1) = Σ
(r) =
diag(Σ(r)0 , . . . , Σ
(r)
k−1). Here Σ
(c)
q =
Bq−1 mod kΣq
Aq+1 mod k
 and Σ(r)q = (Aq | Σq | Bq)
for q = 0, . . . , k−1 denote the extended diagonal blocks, each made up of a triple
of the blocks of the matrix T that form adjacent chains if we glue together the
lower and upper boundaries of the matrix as well as its right and left boundaries.
4 Dense structured matrices. Polynomial and rational
evaluation and interpolation. DFT, IDFT, FFT, IFFT,
and some transformations of matrix structures
Write T = (ti−j)
n−1
i,j=0, H = (hi+j)
n−1
i,j=0, V = Vs = (s
j
i )
n−1
i,j=0, and C = Cs,t =(
1
si−tj
)n−1
i,j=0
to denote Toeplitz, Hankel, Vandermonde, and Cauchy matrices,
respectively, which are four classes of most popular dense structured matrices,
each having n2 entries defined by at most 2n parameters. Every matrix of these
classes as well as its inverse (if defined) can be multiplied by a vector in nearly
linear arithmetic time, and proper displacement operators enable extension of
these properties to more general classes of matrices having structures of Toeplitz,
Hankel, Vandermonde and Cauchy types (see Section 7). Here are some sample
links of computations with structured matrices to fundamental polynomial and
rational computations (see more on that in [P01, Chapters 2 and 3]).
Problem 1. Multipoint polynomial evaluation or Vandermonde-by-
vector multiplication.
INPUT: 2n complex scalars p0, . . . , pn−1; s0, . . . , sn−1.
OUTPUT: n complex scalars v0, . . . , vn−1 satisfying
vi = p(si) for p(x) = p0 + p1x+ · · ·+ pn−1xn−1 and i = 0, . . . , n− 1 (4)
or equivalently
V p = v for V = Vs = (s
j
i )
n−1
i,j=0, p = (pj)
n−1
j=0 , and v = (vi)
n−1
i=0 . (5)
Problem 2. Polynomial interpolation or the solution of a Vander-
monde linear system of equations.
INPUT: 2n complex scalars v0, . . . , vn−1; s0, . . . , sn−1, the last n of them distinct.
OUTPUT: n complex scalars p0, . . . , pn−1 satisfying equations (4) and (5).
Problem 3. Multipoint rational evaluation or Cauchy-by-vector
multiplication.
INPUT: 3n complex scalars s0, . . . , sn−1; t0, . . . , tn−1; v0, . . . , vn−1.
OUTPUT: n complex scalars v0, . . . , vn−1 satisfying
vi =
n−1∑
j=0
uj
si − tj for i = 0, . . . , n− 1 (6)
or equivalently
Cu = v for C = Cs,t =
( 1
si − tj
)n−1
i,j=0
, u = (uj)n−1j=0 , and v = (vi)
n−1
i=0 . (7)
Problem 4. Rational interpolation or the solution of a Cauchy linear
system of equations.
INPUT: 3n complex scalars s0, . . . , sn−1; t0, . . . , tn−1; v0, . . . , vn−1, the first 2n
of them distinct.
OUTPUT: n complex scalars u0, . . . , un−1 satisfying (6) and (7).
Every rational function v(x) = p(x)t(x) , for p(x) of equation (4), t(x) =
∏n−1
j=0 (x−
tj) and n distinct knots t0, . . . , tn−1, can be represented as v(x) =
∑n−1
j=0
uj
x−tj ,
which turns into equations (6) if we write vi = v(si) for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
If the knots s0, . . . , sn−1, t0, . . . , tn−1 are distinct, then the matrices V = Vs
and C = Cs,t are nonsingular, and Problems 2 and 4 have unique solution
because (see, e.g., [P01, Section 3.6])
detVs =
∏
i>j
(si − sj), detCs,t =
∏
i<j
(sj − si)(ti − tj)/
∏
i,j
(si − tj). (8)
How many flops do we need for solving Problems 1–4? Horner’s algorithm of
1819 evaluates the polynomial p(x) of (4) at a single knot x = s by using 2n− 2
flops, and this is optimal [P66]. (The algorithm was used by Newton in 1669, by
a number of medieval mathematicians, and in the Chinese Nine Chapters on the
Mathematical Art (the Han Dynasty, 202 BC – 220 AD).) For Problem 1 with n
knots, n applications of Horner’s algorithm involve 2(n−1)n flops, but this is not
optimal anymore. The algorithms of [F72], [GGS87], and [MB72] solve Problems
1–3 by using O(n log2(n) log(log(n))) flops over any field of constants, which is
within a factor of log(n) log(log(n)) from the optimum [S73], [B-O83]. Equation
(9) of the next section extends this cost bound to Problem 4. For numerical
solution of Problems 1–4, however, the users employ quadratic time algorithms
to avoid error propagation (cf. [KZ08], [BF00], [P64], [BP70], [BEGO08]).
Numerical solution in nearly linear arithmetic time O(n log(n)) is known,
however, for the important special case of these problems where the knots are
the roots of 1. Write ω = ωn = exp(2pi
√−1/l) (to denote a primitive nth root
of 1), si = ωi for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, Vs = (ωij)n−1i,j=0, and Ω = 1√nVs. Then
ΩHΩ = In, ΩT = Ω, Ω and ΩH = Ω−1 = 1√n (ω
−ij)n−1i,j=0 are unitary matrices,
and Problems 1 and 2 turn into the computational problems of the forward and
inverse discrete Fourier transforms (hereafter DFT and IDFT). The FFT (Fast
Fourier transform) and Inverse FFT (IFFT) are numerically stable algorithms
that perform DFT and IDFT by using 1.5n log2(n) and 1.5n log2(n) + n flops,
respectively, if n is a power of 2 (cf. [BP94, Sections 1.2 and 3.4]), whereas
Generalized FFT and IFFT use O(n log(n)) flops to perform DFT and IDFT for
any n [P01, Problem 2.4.2].
In spite of some common properties the four matrix structures have quite
distinct features. The matrix structure of Cauchy type is invariant in row and
column interchange (in contrast to the structures of Toeplitz and Hankel types)
and enables expansion of the matrix entries into Loran’s series (unlike the struc-
tures of the three other types). The paper [P90], however, links the four struc-
tures to each other by means of structured matrix multiplication and exploits
this link to extend all successful matrix inversion algorithms for the matrices of
any of the four classes to the matrices of the three other classes. The present
paper shows a new specialization of this general approach.
Our progress in numerical solution of Problems 1 and 2 relies on linking
together Vandermonde and Cauchy matrix computations. In particular recall
from [P01, Section 3.6] that
Cs,t = diag(t(si)−1)n−1i=0 VsV
−1
t diag(t
′(tj))n−1j=0 (9)
where s = (si)n−1i=0 , t = (ti)
n−1
i=0 , and t(x) =
∏n−1
i=0 (x− ti).
Remark 1. One can compute the values −tn0 . . . ,−tnn−1 by using O(n log n) flops,
and then the computation of the coefficients of the polynomial v(x) = t(x)− xn
given its values v(ti) = −tni for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 turns into a special case of
Problem 2 of polynomial interpolation.
Next note that CTs,t = −Ct,s, ΩT = Ω, and DT = D for a diagonal matrix D
and deduce from the above equation that
Vs = diag(t(si))n−1i=0 Cs,t diag(t
′(tj)−1)n−1j=0 Vt, (10)
V Ts = −V Tt diag(t′(tj)−1)n−1j=0Ct,s diag(t(si))n−1i=0 , (11)
V −1s = V
−1
t diag(t
′(tj))n−1j=0C
−1
s,t diag(t(si)
−1)n−1i=0 , (12)
V −Ts = −diag(t(si)−1)n−1i=0 C−1t,s diag(t′(tj))n−1j=0 V −Tt . (13)
For t = (fωj)n−1j=0 , the knots ti are the roots of 1 scaled by f , t(x) = x
n − fn,
t′(x) = nxn−1, Vt =
√
nΩ diag(f j)n−1j=0 , and V
−1
t = diag(f
−j)n−1j=0Ω
H/
√
n, and
then equations (9)–(13) take the following form (where we use that ΩT = Ω),
Cs,f =
√
n diag
( 1
sni − fn
)n−1
i=0
Vs diag(f−j)n−1j=0Ω
H diag(ω−j)n−1j=0 , (14)
Vs =
1√
n
diag
(
sni − fn
)n−1
i=0
Cs,f diag(ωj)n−1j=0Ω diag(f
j)n−1j=0 , (15)
V Ts = −
1√
n
diag(f j)n−1j=0Ω diag(ω
j)n−1j=0Cf,s diag(s
n
i − fn)n−1i=0 , (16)
V −1s =
√
n diag(f−j)n−1j=0Ω
H diag(ω−j)n−1j=0C
−1
s,f diag
( 1
sni − fn
)n−1
i=0
, (17)
V −Ts = −
√
n diag
( 1
sni − fn
)n−1
i=0
C−1f,s diag(ω
−j)n−1j=0Ω
H diag(f−j)n−1j=0 . (18)
The latter equations link Vandermonde matrices and their transposes, inverses,
and transposes of the inverses to the Cauchy matrices with the knot set T =
{tj = fωj , j = 0, . . . , n− 1}, which we call CV matrices and denote Cs,f . Their
transposes have the knot set S = {sj = fωj , j = 0, . . . , n − 1}, are linked to
transposed Vandermonde matrices, said to be CV T matrices, and are denoted
Cf,t. [P01, Equation (3.4.1)] links together a Vandermonde matrix, its transpose,
inverse and the inverse of the transpose. Here are some other sample links among
matrix structures, more comprehensively covered in [P01, Sections 4.7 and 4.8]
and [Pa].
Theorem 6. (i) JH and HJ are Toeplitz matrices if H is a Hankel matrix,
and vice versa. (ii) H = V TV = (
∑m−1
k=0 s
i+j
k )
n−1
i,j=0 is a Hankel matrix for any
m× n Vandermonde matrix V = (sji )m−1,n−1i,j=0 .
5 HSS matrices and neutered blocks
We are going to link CV matrices to structured matrices that extend banded
matrices and their inverses. We refer the reader to [EGHa], [EGHb], [VVGM05],
[MRT05], [CGS07], [VVM07], [VVM08], [X12], and the bibliography therein on
this extension and its variations under the names of matrices with low Hankel
rank, rank structured matrices, quasiseparable, and weakly, recursively, or se-
quentially semiseparable matrices. We cite [GR87], [CGR98], [LRT79], [P93], and
[PR93] on the related subjects of Multipole and Nested Dissection Algorithms,
and their parallel implementation.
Definition 1. (See Figures 2 and 3.) Assume an m× n matrix M with a block
diagonal Σ̂′ = {Σ′q}k−1q=0 and extended block diagonals Σ̂(c) = (Σ(c)0 , . . . , Σ(c)k−1)
and Σ̂(r) = (Σ(r)0 , . . . , Σ
(r)
k−1). Here we use the notation of the end of Section
3; hereafter for simplicity we also write Σ̂ = (Σ0, . . . , Σk−1) instead of Σ̂(c) =
(Σ(c)0 , . . . , Σ
(c)
k−1), dropping the superscript
(c). (i) (See [MRT05, Section 1].) A
block of the matrix M is neutered unless it overlaps the extended block diagonal,
and so such block is either subdiagonal or superdiagonal. For a set of consecutive
indices J remove all rows of the block column M(.,J ) that overlap the extended
block diagonal and obtain the neutered block column N(J ) = N (c)(J ). (ii)
It is a basic neutered block column, dual to an extended diagonal block Σq and
denoted Nq, if J = C(Σq), that is if this neutered block column shares its column
indices with the submatrix Σq. (iii) The neutered union N(N(J ), N(K)) of two
neutered block columns N(J ) and N(K) is the neutered block column N(J ∪K).
(iv) Similarly define neutered block rows N (r)(I), their unions, and the basic
neutered block rows N (r)p dual to the extended diagonal blocks Σ
(r)
p .
Definition 2. The matrix M , given with its extended block diagonal is an (l, u)-
HSS block matrix if l is the maximum rank of its subdiagonal neutered blocks and
if u is the maximum rank of its superdiagonal neutered blocks. The matrix M
is ρ-neutered if it is a (ρ, ρ)-HSS block matrix or equivalently if ρ is the maxi-
mum rank of its neutered blocks. By replacing ranks with -ranks we extend this
definition and introduce (, l, u)-HSS block matrices and (, ρ)-neutered matrices.
We immediately verify the following results.
Theorem 7. Every neutered block is a block submatrix of the neutered union of
some basic neutered block columns as well as of some basic neutered block rows.
Theorem 8. Assume a matrix M = (B0 | . . . | Bk−1) having k block columns
B0, . . . , Bk−1 and given with its extended block diagonal Σ̂ = (Σ0, . . . , Σk−1) and
with k generating pairs of lengths at most ρ defining the k basic neutered block
columns N0, . . . , Nk−1. Then one can modify the extended diagonal blocks Σq to
obtain k generating pairs of lengths at most ρ f defining the k block columns B′q
of the resulting matrix M ′ = (B′0 | . . . | B′k−1).
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 let Σ = diag(M) be generic
matrix. Then α(M) ≤ α(Σ) + (2m+ 2n− 1)kρ.
Proof. Theorem 8 defines a generating pair of a length at most kρ for the matrix
M ′, and so α(M ′) ≤ (2m+2n− 1)kρ−m by virtue of Theorem 2. Furthermore
the matrices M and M ′ share the entries of all basic neutered block columns,
and so α(M−M ′) ≤ α(Σ). Combine the above estimates with the simple bound
α(M) ≤ α(M ′) + α(M −M ′) +m.
The following theorem, extending Theorem 5, yields superior estimates in
the case of ρ-neutered matrices and (l, u)-HSS block matrices M .
Theorem 9. (See [EG02, Section 3], [CGS07, Sections 3 and 4], and our Re-
mark 2.) Assume an (l, u)-HSS block matrix M of size m×n having an extended
block diagonal Σ̂ = (Σ0, . . . , Σk−1) with mq × nq extended diagonal blocks Σq,
q = 0, . . . , k − 1. Then it holds that
(i) α(M) ≤ 2∑k−1q=0((mq + nq)(l+ u) +mqnq + l2k+ u2k) = O((l+ u)(m+ n)),
and (ii) if m = n and if the matrix M is nonsingular, then β(M) = O((l+u)2n).
Part (i) is supported by the algorithms of [EG02, Section 3]. They separately
multiply by a vector the extended block diagonal matrix Σ = diag(M), the
subdiagonal (lower triangular) and superdiagonal (upper triangular) parts of
the matrix M . Part (ii) is supported by the algorithms of [CGS07]. Both papers
as well as and the study in [VVM07], [VVM08], [XXG12], [EGHa] and [EGHb]
rely on the representation of an (l, u)-HSS matrixM with HSS generators, which
we next demonstrate by a 4× 4 example (cf. (2)) and then define in a theorem,
M =

Σ0 S0T1 S0B1T2 S0B1B2T3
P1Q0 Σ1 S1T2 S1B2T3
P2A1Q0 P2Q1 Σ2 S2T3
P3A2A1Q0 P3A2Q1 P3Q2 Σ2
 .
Theorem 10. (Cf. [EGHa], [VVM07], [X12], the bibliography therein, and our
Table 1 and Remark 2.) Assume a k×k matrixM with an extended block diagonal
Σ̂ = (Σ0, . . . , Σk−1), where Σq = M(Iq, Jq), q = 0, . . . , k − 1. Then M is an
(l, u)-HSS block matrix if and only if there exists a nonunique family of HSS
generators {Pi, Qh, Sh, Ti, Ag, Bg} such that M(Ii,Jh) = PiAi−1 · · ·Ah+1Qh
and M(Ih,Ji) = ShBh+1 · · ·Bi−1Ti for 0 ≤ h < i < k. Here Pi, Qh and Ag
are |Ii| × li, lh+1 × |Jh|, and lg+1 × lg matrices, respectively, Sh, Ti and Bg are
|Ih| × uh+1, ui × |Ji|, and ug × ug+1 matrices, respectively, g = 1, . . . , k − 2,
h = 0, . . . , k − 2, and i = 1, . . . , k − 1, l = maxg{lg} and u = maxh{uh}.
Table 1. The sizes of the HSS generators in Theorem 10
Pi Qh Ag Sh Ti Bg
|Ii| × li lh+1 × |Jh| lg+1 × lg |Ih| × uh+1 ui × |Ji| ug × ug+1
Based on this theorem one can redefine the (l, u)-HSS block matrices as the
ones allowing representation with some HSS generator families {Ph, Qi, Ag}
and {Sh, Ti, Bg} whose lower and upper lengths or orders are equal to l and u,
respectively.
Remark 2. The cited bibliography covers matrices with block diagonals, but the
study presented there, including Theorems 9 and 10, is readily extended to the
case of matrices with extended block diagonals. Moreover by replacing ranks with
-ranks, generators with -generators, computation with -approximation, α(M)
with α(M), and β(M) with β(M), we extend the study, including Theorems 9
and 10, to the case of (, l, u)-HSS block matrices and (, ρ)-neutered matrices.
6 -approximation of CV matrices by HSS block matrices
[MRT05, Section 4] and [CGS07, Section 2.4] -approximate the matrix C1,ω2n
by an (l, u)-HSS block matrix for l = u = O(log(n)),  of order c′/nc
′′
, and two
positive constants c′ and c′′, and then solve a linear system of equations with
this matrix numerically in nearly linear time by applying Multipole techniques.
We yield similar results for multiplication by a vector of CV and CV T matrices
as well as of their inverses where they exist.
6.1 Small-rank approximation of Cauchy matrices where the knot
sets S and T are separated from one another
In this subsection we closely follow [CGS07].
Definition 3. (See [CGS07, page 1254].) For a separation bound θ < 1 and
a complex separation center c, two complex points s and t are (θ, c)-separated
from one another if | t−cs−c | ≤ θ. Two sets of complex numbers S and T are
(θ, c)-separated from one another if every two points s ∈ S and t ∈ T are (θ, c)-
separated from one another. δc,S = mins∈ S |s − c| and δc,T = mint∈T |t − c|
denote the distances from the center c to the sets S and T , respectively.
Lemma 1. (See [R85] and [CGS07, equation (2.8)].) Suppose two complex val-
ues s and t are (θ, c)-separated from one another for a positive θ < 1 and a
complex c and write q = t−cs−c , |q| ≤ θ. Then for every positive integer ρ it holds
that
1
s− t =
1
s− c
ρ−1∑
i=0
(t− c)i
(s− c)i +
qρ
s− c where |qρ| =
|q|ρ
1− |q| ≤
θρ
1− θ . (19)
Proof. 1s−t =
1
s−c
1
1−q ,
1
1−q =
∑∞
i=0 q
i = (
∑ρ−1
i=0 q
i+
∑∞
i=ρ q
i) = (
∑ρ−1
i=0 q
i+ q
ρ
1−q ).
Corollary 2. (Cf. [CGS07, Section 2.2].) Suppose two sets of 2n distinct com-
plex numbers S = {s0, . . . , sn−1} and T = {t0, . . . , tn−1} are (θ, c)-separated
from one another for 0 < θ < 1 and a complex c. Define the Cauchy matrix
C = ( 1si−tj )
n−1
i,j=0 and write δ = δc,S = min
n−1
i=0 |si − c|. Then for every positive
integer ρ it is sufficient to use 2ρn flops to compute the n × ρ matrices F and
G such that
F = (1/(si − c)ν+1)n−1,ρ−1i,ν=0 , G = ((tj − c)ν)n−1,ρ−1j,ν=0 , (20)
C = FGT + E, ||E|| ≤ nθ
ρ
(1− θ)δ . (21)
Proof. Apply (19) for s = si, t = tj , and all pairs (i, j) to deduce (20) and (21).
In the corollary and throughout we can replace δ = δc,S = minn−1i=0 |si− c| by
δ = δc,T = minn−1j=0 |tj − c| because of the symmetric roles of the sets S and T .
Remark 3. Corollary 2 defines a ||E||-generating pair of a length at most ρ for
the Cauchy matrix C. Unless any of the values 1 − θ and δ is small, the norm
||E|| of (21) is small already for moderately large integers ρ. This implies small
upper bounds on the numerical rank of a Cauchy matrix C = ( 1si−tj )
n−1
i,j=0 whose
parameter sets S = {s0, . . . , sn−1} and T = {t0, . . . , tn−1} are (θ, c)-separated
from one another for some center c provided neither of the values 1 − θ and δ
is small. If such separation holds just for two subsets of the sets S and T that
define a k×l Cauchy submatrix, then the numerical rank of the matrix C cannot
exceed 2n−k− l+ρ, and this implies that the matrix C is ill conditioned if it is
nonsingular (cf. (8)) and if k+l > n+ρ. Now recall that equations (10)–(13) link
Vandermonde matrices to CV and CV T matrices via FFT and conclude that
nonsingular Vandermonde matrices Vs are ill conditioned, except for their narrow
subclass where the knots of the sets S = {s0, . . . , sn−1} closely approximate all
or almost all knots of the set {fωin}n−1i=0 of the scaled nth roots of 1 for |f | = 1
(cf. [GI88]). For n > 2 this narrow subclass includes no Vandermonde matrices
Vs with the sets S of real knots, because all real values are well separated from
the roots of 1 outside quite small neighborhoods of 1 and −1.
6.2 An extended block diagonal of a CV matrix
Given a vector s¯ = (s¯i)n−1i=0 and a complex point f on the unit circle {f : |f | = 1},
we seek a permutation matrix P and a ρ-neutered matrix that approximates the
CV matrix C = Cs,f = ( 1si−fωj−1 )
n−1
i,j=0 within a norm bound  for s = (si)
n−1
i=0 =
P s¯ and ρ = O(log(n/
√
)), proceeding as follows.
Begin with defining a permutation matrix P and an extended block diagonal
of the matrix C (cf. (3) and Figures 1 and 4). Assume the polar coordinates
for the knots s¯i = |s¯i| exp(2piφ¯i
√−1) where 0 ≤ φ¯i < 2pi, φ¯i = 0 if s¯i = 0, and
i = 0, . . . , n−1. Write φ0 = minn−1i=0 φ¯i, reorder the angles φ¯i in the nondecreasing
order breaking ties arbitrarily, let P denote the permutation matrix that defines
this reordering, and then write (φi)n−1i=0 = P (φ¯i)
n−1
i=0 and (si)
n−1
i=0 = P (s¯i)
n−1
i=0 . To
simplify the notation assume that f = 1 and n = hk for two positive integers h
and k. Let S ′q and Tq = {ωj}(q+1)h−1j=qh denote the subsets of the sets S and T ,
respectively, consisting of the knots si and tj = ωj such that
qh ≤ φi < (q + 1)h− 1, qh ≤ j < (q + 1)h− 1, q = 0, . . . , k − 1. (22)
The two subsets are the intersections of the sets S and T with the semi-open
sector Γq of the complex plane bounded by the pairs of rays from the origin to
the points ωhq and ω(q+1)h. Write
Sq = S ′q−1 mod k ∪ S ′q ∪ S ′q+1 mod k, q = 0, . . . , k − 1. (23)
Now for the matrix C =
(
1
si−ωj
)n−1
i,j=0
define the k diagonal blocks
Σ′q =
( 1
si − ωj
)
i∈S′q, j∈Tq
, q = 0, . . . , k − 1,
which have hn entries overall, and the k extended diagonal blocks
Σq =
( 1
si − ωj
)
i∈Sq,j∈Tq
, q = 0, . . . , k − 1, (24)
which have 3hn entries overall, and then for every q, q = 0, . . . , k − 1, parti-
tion the block column
(
1
si−ωj
)
0≤i<n,j∈Tq
into the block Σq and the dual basic
neutered block column Nq = N
(c)
q . The following algorithm summarizes these
computations.
Algorithm 1. Extended block diagonal.
Input: three integers h, k > 1, and n = hk, and n complex values s¯0, . . . , s¯n−1
represented in polar coordinates.
Output: an n × n permutation matrix P , the vector s = (si)n−1i=0 = P (s¯i)n−1i=0 ,
the CV matrix Cs,1 = ( 1si−ωj )
n−1
i,j=0, the sets Sq ⊆ S = {s0, . . . , sn−1} for
q = 0, . . . , k − 1, and an extended block diagonal matrix Σ = diag(Σq)k−1q=0
whose extended diagonal blocks Σq satisfy equations (22)–(24) for the sets
Tq = {ωj}(q+1)h−1j=qh , q = 0, . . . , k − 1.
Computations:
1. Reorder the knots s¯i = |s¯i| exp(2piφ¯i
√−1) for i = 0, . . . , n− 1 in nonde-
creasing order of the angles φ¯i. Break ties arbitrarily. Output the permu-
tation matrix P of this reordering and the vector s = (si)n−1i=0 = P (s¯i)
n−1
i=0 .
2. Based on equations (22) compute the sets S ′q ⊆ S = {si}n−1i=0 for q =
0, . . . , k − 1.
3. Based on equations (23) combine the triples of the latter sets to define
and to output the sets Sq for q = 0, . . . , k − 1.
4. Output the blocks Σ0, . . . , Σk−1 satisfying equations (24).
6.3 The -ranks of basic neutered block columns
Theorem 11. (Cf. Remarks 4–7 and Figure 4.) Assume a CV matrix C output
by Algorithm 1. Then (i) the extended diagonal blocks Σ0, . . . , Σk−1 together have
exactly 3hn entries and (ii) for |p − q mod k| > 1 the row index sets R(Σp)
and R(Σq) have no overlap. Furthermore (iii) there are points c0, . . . , ck−1 on
the unit circle {z : |z| = 1} and at the distance of at least 0.5/(kn) from the
set S such that the sets Sp and Tq are (θ, cq)-separated from one another for
θ = (1.5pi/k)/ sin(3pi/k) as long as |p− q mod k| > 1.
Proof. One can readily verify parts (i) and (ii). Let us prove part (iii). Let A(s, t)
denote the arc of the unit circle {z : |z| = 1} with the end points s and t. For
every q, q = 0, . . . , k − 1, choose a center cq on the arc A(ω(4q+1)h4n , ω(4q+3)h4n ) at
the distance at least 2kn from the set S (as we require). This is possible because
the set has exactly n elements. The arc has length pi/k and shares the midpoint
ω
(2q+1)h
2n with the arc A(ωqh, ω(q+1)h) of length 2pi/k, on which all points of the
set Tq lie. Therefore these points lie at the distance less than 3pi2k from the center
cq. Furthermore, unless |p− q| ≤ 1 or |p− q| = k − 1, all points of the set Sp lie
outside the sector of the complex plane bounded by the pairs of rays from the
origin to the points ω(q−1)h and ω(q+2)h, and then Distance(cq,Sp) ≥ sin(3pi/k).
Therefore the sets Sp and Tq = {ωj}hq−1j=(q−1)h are (θ, cq)-separated from one
another for θ = (1.5pi/k)/ sin(3pi/k) unless |p − q| ≤ 1 or |p − q| = k − 1. It
holds that 1.5pi/k ≈ sin(1.5pi/k) for sufficiently large values k = n/h, whereas
sin(1.5pi/k)/ sin(3pi/k) = 0.5/ cos(1.5pi/k). By summarizing these estimates we
obtain part (iii) of the theorem.
Corollary 3. Suppose Algorithm 1 has output a CV matrix C and its extended
block diagonal. Assume a positive integer ρ and write θ = 1.5pi/ksin(3pi/k) and  =
nθρ
(1−θ) sin(3pi/k) . Then all basic neutered block columns have -ranks at most ρ.
Proof. Theorem 11 implies that every basic neutered block column is (θ, cq)-
separated for some center cq and for the above θ. Apply Corollary 2 for δ =
sin(3pi/k) and deduce the claimed bound on the -ranks.
Remark 4. For a positive  deduce from the corollary that 1θρ =
n

1
1−θ
1
sin(3pi/k) .
Consequently, ρ = (log2(
n
 ) + log2(
1
1−θ ) + log2(
1
sin(3pi/k) )/ log2(
1
θ ). Let us bound
ρ from above in terms of k, n and . We can assume that n is reasonably large
and then choose, say, k ≥ 12 and obtain from Theorem 11 that θ < 0.5554
(one can specify such bounds for other choices of k, noting that θ → 1/2 as
k = n/h → ∞). Now deduce that ρ ≤ 1.2(log2(kn/) − 2) < 1.2 log2(kn/) for
k ≥ 12. Finally substitute k ≤ n and obtain
ρ ≤ ρ ≤ 1.2(log2(kn/)− 2) < 2.4 log2(n/
√
),
 < kn/2ρ/1.2 ≤ n2/2ρ/1.2 for k ≥ 2.
Remark 5. In the proof of Theorem 11 we can rotate all sectors Γq and centers cq
by a fixed angle φ, 0 ≤ φ < 2pi, redefine the block diagonal matrix Σ accordingly,
and then readily extend Theorem 11 and Corollary 3. In particular rotation by
the angle pi/k produces new basic neutered block columns, each overlapping a
pair of old adjacent basic neutered block columns.
Remark 6. Among the basic neutered block columns Nq only N0 and Nk−1 are
blocks, whereas for q = 1, . . . , k− 2 they are made up of the pairs of super- and
subdiagonal blocks. By gluing the upper and lower boundaries of the matrix C,
however, we can turn all these pairs into single blocks. Furthermore our study is
invariant under block row and block column permutations, with which we can
move any diagonal block into the northwestern position (0, 0) or the southeastern
position (k − 1, k − 1).
Remark 7. One can extend the results of this section in various ways. To simplify
the notation we assumed that f = 1 and n = hk in Algorithm 1 and throughout,
but the same arguments and proofs can be applied for any complex f and any
triple of integers (h, k, n) satisfying |f | = 1 and k = dn/he. Since −CTs,t = Ct,s
one can replace the CV matrix of the corollary by a CV T matrix ( 1fωi−tj )
n−1
i,j=0
for |f | = 1. The proof techniques enable extension to rectangular CV and CV T
matrices as well as to a Cauchy matrix Cs,t with the set S more or less equally
spaced about a segment of a line or a smooth curve on the complex plane, the
unit circle {x : |x = 1|} being an example of such a curve. If the set S has such
distribution on the complex plane, then the same argument bounds the -rank
of all basic neutered block rows.
6.4 The ((2k − 1))-ranks of neutered blocks
Next, under some additional assumptions, we extend the bound ρ of Corollary 3
on the -rank from the basic neutered block columns Nj at first to the neutered
unions of the pairs and the chains of such adjacent block columns and then
(by virtue of Theorem 7) to all neutered blocks of the matrix C. To extend
Corollary 3 to all neutered blocks of the CV matrices C we narrow the class of
these matrices. The next definition narrows this class stronger than we need, but
it helps introduce the subsequent definition that we really use.
Definition 4. A matrix C is -uniformly ρ-neutered if its every s× s neutered
block N has +-rank ρ ≥ min{s, ρ} for some + > .
Definition 5. (See Figures 5 and 6.) A 5-tuple (h, k, n, ρ, ) is valid if h, k, n,
and ρ are positive integers,  > 0, and the bounds of Remark 4 hold. For a CV
matrix C of Corollary 3 define its two extended block diagonals, that is Σ̂, as
in the corollary, and Σ̂′, as in Remark 5 for φ = pi/k. For q = 0, . . . , k − 1 let
Nq = Nc(Σq) and N ′q = Nc(Σ
′
q) denote the basic neutered block columns dual
to the diagonal blocks Σq and Σ′q of these extended block diagonals, respectively,
and let ∩q and ∩′q denote the two neutered blocks defined by the common entries
of the matrix pairs (Nq, N ′q) and (Nq+1 mod k, N
′
q), respectively. Then the matrix
C is -selectively ρ-neutered (for this 5-tuple (h, k, n, ρ, )) if all blocks ∩q and
∩′q have +-ranks at least ρ for some + > .
Remark 8. For an -selectively ρ-neutered matrix we must have bh/2c ≥ ρ be-
cause each matrix ∩q and ∩′q has at least bh/2c columns and has +-rank at
least ρ, but there is no such contradictions to the choice of h = 2ρ or h = 2ρ+1
for a fixed integer ρ.
Theorem 12. Assume an -selectively ρ-neutered n × n CV matrix C for a
valid 5-tuple (h, k, n, ρ, ). Then the neutered unions of all chains of adjacent
basic neutered block columns Nq have ((2k − 1))-ranks at most ρ.
Proof. By virtue of Corollary 3 the basic neutered block columns Nq and N ′q
have -ranks at most ρ for all q, but actually even the blocks ∩q have -ranks
exactly ρ for all q because C is assumed to be an -selectively ρ-neutered matrix.
Let ∩q = S¯∩q Σ¯∩q T¯H∩q be compact SVD for 0 ≤ q < k. Then S¯H∩q∩q = Σ¯∩q T¯H∩q =
(Mρ | Eq)T where Mρ is a ρ × ρ matrix, ||Eq|| ≤ , and where σρ(Mρ) =
σρ(∩q) >  because the matrix is -selectively ρ-neutered. Represent the matrix
Uq = S¯H∩qN(Nq, N
′
q) as
(
W Mρ Y
X Eq Z
)
, apply Theorem 3 to each of the matrices(
W Mρ
X Eq
)
and
(
Mρ Y
Eq Z
)
, and deduce that ||(X | Eq)|| ≤  and ||(Eq | Z)|| ≤ .
Consequently only the first ρ rows of the matrix Uq − E′q are nonzero for some
matrix E′q satisfying ||E′q|| ≤ 2. Extend this argument to prove that for any
pair of integers l and q, 0 < l < k, 0 ≤ q < k, and the neutered union U of the
chain
N(Nq, N ′q, Nq+1 mod k, N
′
q+1 mod k, . . . , Nq+l−1 mod k, Nq+l−1 mod k)
of 2l − 1 overlapping neutered blocks, there is a matrix Eq,l such that ||Eq,l|| ≤
(2l−1) and the matrix U−Eq,l has only ρ nonzero rows, and so rank(U−Eq,l) ≤
ρ. This implies the theorem.
Remark 9. The assumption of Theorem 12 that +-ranks of all blocks ∩q and
∩′q are at least ρ for q = 0, . . . , k−1 and any + >  can be quite readily verified
for the much studied CV matrix C1,ω2n . [MRT05] and [CGS07] state logarithmic
bounds on its -rank but seem to omit detailed proofs.
Theorems 7 and 12 and Remark 2 together imply the following corollary.
Corollary 4. A CV n× n matrix is ((2k − 1), ρ)-neutered if it is -selectively
ρ-neutered for a valid 5-tuple (h, k, n, ρ, ).
7 Multiplication of CV and Vandermonde matrices and
their transposes and inverses by a vector
Given an n × n CV matrix, we seek an (n)-approximation of its product by a
vector. Our algorithm supporting the following theorem accelerates by a factor
of
√
n/ log(n) the known algorithms provided that log(1/) = O(log(n)).
Theorem 13. Assume positive integers k and n, n > k, complex s′0, . . . , s
′
n−1,
and f , |f | = 1, positive , and a CV matrix C ′ = ( 1s′i−ωj )
n−1
i,j=0. Then it holds
that (i) α(k+1)(C ′) < 4n
√
3nρ for ρ of Remark 4 and in particular αn(C ′) ≤
4n
√
7.2n log2(n/
√
) for ρ = 2.4 log2(n/
√
) and k < n. (ii) Consequently it
holds that αn(C ′) = O(n
√
n log(n)) where log(1/) = O(log(n)).
Proof. Apply Algorithm 1 to compute a permutation matrix P , an extended
block diagonal matrix Σ, and the basic neutered block columns N0, . . . , Nk−1 of
the matrix C = PC ′. Clearly α(k+1)(C ′) = α(k+1)(C) ≤ α(Σ)+
∑k−1
q=0 α(Nq)+
kn. By virtue of Theorem 11, every basic neutered block column Nq has rank at
most ρ and the matrix Σ has at most 3hn nonzero entries. Therefore, α(Σ) ≤
6hn − n, whereas by virtue of Theorem 2, α(Nq) < 2(h + n − nq)ρ − ρ for the
(n− nq)× h basic neutered block column Nq. Note that
∑k−1
q=0 nq = 3n, and so∑k−1
q=0 α(Nq) ≤ 2(h+n)kρ−3nρ−kρ = 2knρ−(n+k)ρ because hk = n. Combine
the above bounds and deduce that α(k+1)(C) ≤ 6hn + 2knρ − (n + k)ρ − n <
6hn+2knρ. Choose kρ = 3h = 3n/k, and deduce that k =
√
3n/ρ, kρ =
√
3nρ,
α(k+1)(C) < 4n
√
3nρ. This proves part (i), which implies part (ii).
Remark 10. The theorem can be readily extended to the case of rectangular CV
matrices as well as CV T matrices C = ( 1fωi−sj )
m−1,n−1
i,j=0 for |f | = 1.
Next, for ((2k − 1))-approximate multiplication by a vector of -selectively
ρ-neutered CV matrices C we yield nearly linear upper bounds on α(2k−1)(C),
α(2k−1)(CT ), β(2k−1)(C), and β(2k−1)(CT ) provided that log(1/) = O(log(n)).
Theorem 14. Assume an -selectively ρ-neutered n×n CV matrix C for a valid
5-tuple (h, k, n, ρ, ). Then it holds that (i) α(2k−1)(C) ≤ 8nρ+4kρ2+6hn−n,
and so α(2k−1)(C) = 22nρ − n + 5δhn = O(nρ) for k = n/h, ρ = bh/2c (cf.
Remark 8), and δh = bh/2 − ρc, and therefore α(2k−1)(C) = O(n log(n/
√
))
if ρ = O(log(n/
√
)) (cf. Remark 4). (ii) Furthermore if the matrix C is non-
singular and if (2k − 1)||C−1|| < 1/3, then β(2k−1)(C) = O(nρ2), and so
β(2k−1)(C) = O(n(log(n/
√
))2) if ρ = O(log(n/
√
)).
Proof. Combine Corollary 4 with part (i) of Theorem 9 for l = u = ρ, note that
in this application of the theorem it holds that
∑k−1
p=0 mp = 3n,
∑k−1
q=0 nq = n,
and
∑k−1
q=0 mqnq ≤ 3hn, deduce that α(2k−1)(C) ≤ 8nρ + 4kρ2 + 6hn − n, and
obtain the bounds of part (i) of Theorem 14. Likewise, to deduce its part (ii)
combine Corollary 4 with Theorem 4 and part (ii) of Theorem 9.
Theorem 15. Suppose equation (10) expresses an n × n Vandermonde matrix
Vs through the CV matrix C = Cs,f for a complex f such that |f | = 1. Then
(i) for any vector u one can approximate the vector Vsu within the error norm
bound (
√
n)||u||maxn−1i=0 |sni − f | by using less than 4n
√
7.2 log2(n/
√
) flops.
Furthermore suppose the CV matrix C is -selectively ρ-neutered for a valid 5-
tuple (h, k, n, ρ, ). Then (ii) one can approximate the product Vsu within the
error norm bound ((2k− 1)/√n)||u||maxn−1i=0 |sni − f | by using O(n log(n/
√
))
flops and (iii) if the matrix Vs is nonsingular and if (2k − 1)
√
nµf ||V −1s || <
1/3, then one can approximate the vector V −1s u within the error norm bound
2(2k − 1)√nµf ||V −1s || ||u|| by using O(n(log(n/
√
)2)) flops where |f | = 1,
µf = maxn−1i=0 |sni −fn|−1, and one can choose f such that µf ≤ n/pi. The same
estimates hold where the transposes V Ts and −Cf,s = CTs,f replace the matrices Vs
and C = Cs,f , respectively, as well as for the problems of approximate evaluation
of a polynomial of degree n − 1 at the n knots s0, . . . , sn−1 and approximate
interpolation to this polynomial from its n values at these knots.
Proof. Deduce the claims about the matrix Vs and its transpose by combining
Theorems 13 and 14 with equations (15)–(18) and note that µf is minimized
under |f | = 1 for the complex points si equally spaced on the unit cirle {x : |x| =
1}. Extend the estimates to the case of polynomials by applying equation (5).
Remark 11. The proofs of Theorems 13–15 are constructive. They enable one to
devise supporting algorithms that involve the computation of the centers cq and
c′q (which define the basic neutered block columns Nq and N
′
q) and subsequent
computation of the ULV factorizations of the neutered blocks ∩q and ∩′q for
all q. One can avoid a large part of this tedious computation and dramatically
simplify the implementation, however, by following the papers [CGS07], [X12],
[XXG12], and [XXCBa]: they bypass the computation of the centers cq and c′q
and compute the HSS generators for the blocks defined by HSS trees instead of
the generators for all neutered block columns. The algorithms of [CGS07], [X12],
[XXCBa], and [XXG12] have been devised for a particular CV matrix C1,ω2n ,
but can be readily extended to general CV and CV T matrices.
Remark 12. In the extensive tests reported in [XXG12] the numerical rank of
the matrix C1,ω2n consistently grew much slower than log(n) as n grew large.
This empirical observation suggests that for a large class of CV matrices or
possibly even for a “typical” CV matrix our upper estimate ρ ≤ 1.2 log2(kn/)
of Remark 4 is overly pessimistic. Here are some more formal reasons for this
conjecture. (i) Recall that the entries of a neutered block decay as block moves
away from the diagonal blocks, which eventually decreases its -rank, but we
have not used this observation in our analysis. (ii) For most of the dispositions
of the set S = {s0, . . . , sn−1} on the complex plane and for most of the pairs i
and j, our basic lower bound pi/k on the values |si − cj | is overly pessimistic.
(iii) We stated our estimate for ρ in Remark 4 to deduce our upper bound of
(21) on the norm ||E||, but this bound is not always sharp and is not always
required. In particular, under the spectral matrix norm, our bounds for the errors
of the approximation of the vectors Cu and C−1u are too generous and can be
divided by
√
n. (iv) Likewise in the proof of Theorem 12 we deduced the bound
||(E0, . . . , E2k−1)|| ≤ (2k − 1) from the bounds ||Eq|| ≤  for 0, . . . , q = 2k − 1
but the factor of 2k− 1 would disappear from this bound if we used the column
matrix norm ||·||1. (v) We deduced our separation bound θ (in terms of the angles
φi in the representation of the knots si in polar coordinates) for the worst case
absolute values |si|, but we can expect that the bound is substantially stronger
in the average case.
8 Extension of matrix structures and the cost estimates
To extend our progress we recall and employ the Sylvester displacements AM −
MB of the matrices with the structures of Cauchy and Vandermonde types.
We say that an n × n matrix M = Cs,t(F,G) has a (s, t, d)-structure of the
Cauchy type (s, t) if DsM −MDt = FGT for two vectors s and t, the diagonal
matrices Ds and Dt, and n × d matrices F and G having columns fj and gj ,
for j = 0, . . . , d − 1, and rows ui and vi, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, respectively, or
equivalently if
M =
d∑
j=1
D(fj)CD(gj) =
(
uTi vj
si − tj
)n−1
i,j=0
for C =
( 1
si − tj
)n−1
i,j=0
(25)
(cf. [P01, Examples 1.4.1 and 4.6.4]). In this case we write M = Cs,t(F,G). In
particular M = ( 1si−tj )
n−1
i,j=0 and d = 1 if F = G = (1, . . . , 1)
T . Formula (25)
expresses a matrix M via a nonunique generating pair {F,G} of length d for its
displacement DsM −MDt, and this pair is called a displacement generator of
the matrix M . For small integers d we call the matrices M of (25) Cauchy-like
and having structure of Cauchy type. Their multiplication by a vector is reduced
to d multiplications of the Cauchy matrix C by d vectors and O(n) other flops.
More generally suppose that the displacement AM −MB of a matrix M has
a small rank (called displacement rank of the matrixM) for some pair of operator
matrices A and B. Then we say that the matrix M has the structure defined
by the pair (A,B). For example, the above pair (A,B) = (Ds, Dt) defines the
structure of Cauchy type. For another example, let Zc =
(
0T c
In−1 0
)
for a scalar
c denote the n × n matrix of c-circular shift and let c and d be two distinct
constants. Then the pairs (A,B) = (Zc, Zd) and (A,B) = (Zc, ZTd ) define the
classes of matrices with Toeplitz and Hankel structures, respectively, whereas
the pair (A,B) = (Ds, Zc) of operator matrices for any complex scalar c defines
an extension of the class of the Vandermonde matrices V = Vs = (s
j−1
i )
n−1
i,j=0,
and it holds that
DsV − V Zc = (sni − c)n−1i=0 (0 | . . . | 0 | 1). (26)
By using the transpose of this pair (ZTc , Ds) we extend the class of transposed
Vandermonde matrices V T , and it holds that
ZTc V
T − V TDs = (0 | . . . | 0 | 1)T ((sni − c)n−1i=0 )T . (27)
We refer the reader to [BP94], [GO94], [P01, Sections 4.1–4.5], [PW03], and
the bibliography therein on expressing various structured matrices via their dis-
placements (including matrices with the structures of Toeplitz, Hankel, Cauchy,
Vandermonde and transposed Vandermonde types) and to [P01, Section 1.5] on
performing arithmetic operations with matrices in terms of their displacements,
exemplified by the following simple but basic result.
Theorem 16. (Cf. [P90] and [P01, Theorem 1.5.4].) Assume five matrices A,
B, C, M and N with compatible sizes. Then
A(MN)− (MN)C = (AM −MB)N +M(BN −NC), (28)
and so if AM − MB = GMHTM and BN − NC = GNHTN , then A(MN) −
(MN)C = GMNHTMN for GMN = (GM | MGN ) and HMN = (NTHM | HN ).
By virtue of this theorem one can transform a pair of operator matrices
(A,B) into any other pair of operator matrices by means of multiplication with
appropriate multipliers. Consequently one can transform the classes of matrices
with the structures of Toeplitz, Hankel, Vandermonde, transposed Vandermonde,
and Cauchy types into each other at will. This fact has broad algorithmic impact,
because it enables one to exploit distinct features of various matrix structures,
in particular (as we noted in Section 4) the invariance of the matrix structure
of Cauchy type in row and column interchange (in contrast to the structures of
Toeplitz and Hankel types), exploited in [GKO95] and [G98], and the expansion
of the matrix entries into Loran’s series (unlike the structures of the three other
types), exploited in [MRT05], [CGS07], and [XXG12].
Remark 13. Transformation of the matrix structures from Vandermonde type
into Cauchy type was the initial step for our current progress (cf. (15)–(18)).
Transformation into the opposite direction seems to be also highly promising.
Namely exact or approximate polynomial evaluation and interpolation (cf. Prob-
lems 1 and 2) are equivalent to computing or approximating the products of a
Vandermonde matrix and its inverse by a vector. Now assume any successful
algorithms for these tasks and combine equation (9) and Remark 1 to extend
them to multiplication of a Cauchy matrix and its inverse by a vector and conse-
quently to Problems 3 and 4 as well as some other problems of rational interpo-
lation [P01] and a broad area of computations with matrices having structures
of Vandermonde and Cauchy types [Pa].
9 Conclusions
In this paper we employ transformations of matrix structures and some vari-
ants of the Multipole techniques to accelerate dramatically the known approx-
imation algorithms for the nth degree polynomial interpolation and multipoint
evaluation. The basic computational blocks of our algorithms are the FFT and
Multipole type algorithms, well studied, efficiently implemented, and showing
sufficiently stable numerical behavior in practice.
Our progress relies on our reduction of polynomial and Vandermonde matrix
computations to HSS matrix computations. As soon as we achieve this reduc-
tion, we just invoke the known efficient algorithms of [MRT05], [CGS07], and
[XXG12]. Overall this accelerates -approximate multipoint polynomial evalua-
tion by a factor of
√
n/ log n as long as log(1/) = O(log(n)), and furthermore
for a large class of inputs we support nearly optimal arithmetic cost bounds
for both -approximate evaluation and interpolation. A natural research subject
is the study of this class, which we specify by associating it with -selectively
ρ-neutered CV matrices for valid 5-tuples (h, k, n, ρ, ) (cf. Definition 5).
As a potential beneficiary of our progress we recall the classical task of uni-
variate polynomial root-finding. The current best package of subroutines MP-
Solve [BF00] relies on Ehrlich–Aberth iterations, which amount essentially to
recursive multipoint polynomial evaluation. MPSolve performs it in quadratic
time by means of Horner’s algorithm, versus nearly linear time of our algo-
rithms. For a large class of inputs a number of the initial iterations can go with
the IEEE standard double precision, and at these stages our algorithms have
clear advantage over Horner’s.
Transformations of matrix structures can extend our progress to computa-
tions with various matrices having structures of Vandermonde and Cauchy types,
for example, confluent Vandermonde matrices and Loewner matrices, and vari-
ous problems of rational interpolation such as the Nevanlinna–Pick and matrix
Nehari problems, although guarding against numerical problems may limit these
extensions.
Other natural subjects for further formal and experimental study, include
the ones pointed out in Remarks 7 and 12, and there we can add the compu-
tation of least-squares solutions of Vandermonde, CV and CV T linear systems
of equations (cf. [XXCBa]) as well as the estimation of the threshold input sizes
for which our algorithms, running in nearly linear time, outperform the known
numerical algorithms, running in quadratic time, and the algorithms supporting
Theorem 13 and part (i) of Theorem 15. Finally, one can facilitate parallel im-
plementation of our algorithms by using the known efficient parallel algorithms
for FFT and nested dissection (see, e.g., [B99], [GS66], [P93], and [PR93]).
Figure 1. The block diagonal is shown in black color.
Figure 2. Two basic neutered block columns are shown in blue and pink.
Figure 3. The neutered union of two basic neutered block columns is shown
in green. The rest of them is shown in blue and pink.
Figure 4. Blue lines bound the sectors Γ0, Γ1, Γ3, Γk−2, and Γk−1.
Figure 5. Blue lines bound the sectors Γ0, Γ1, Γ3, Γk−2, and Γk−1. Purple
lines bound the sectors Γ0, Γ1, Γ3, Γk−2, and Γk−1.
Figure 6. A basic neutered block column Nq is shown in green. The remaining
parts of two basic neutered block columns Nq and Nq+1 are shown in blue and
pink, respectively.
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